Coopers Crossing:
Community Crime Report
´ Due to increased resident commentary regarding the crime statistics for our
community, the CCRA reached out to the local RCMP for a report on how
we (CC) are doing in relation to comparable communities in Airdrie.
´ The names of the other communities to which we have been compared
have been removed for the purposes of this summary.
´ If you have any questions about this report, please reach out to the
Coopers Crossing Residents’ Association at:
info@cooperscrossingresidents.com

Coopers Crossing was assessed against two
comparable communities in the City of Airdrie.
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Compared to these other
communities, Coopers
Crossing only accounted
for 22% of the 1830 total
RCMP-noted occurrences
across the 3 communities.

Types of Occurrences
Per the RCMP report:
´ Top 10 occurrence types account for 56% of the total number of
occurrences (1830). None of the top 10 occurrence types were criminal
code occurrences. Rather:
´ 4 of the top 10 are traffic enforcement (pro-active policing) occurrences;
and
´ 6 of the top 10 were related to requests for police service related to noncriminal activities.

´ Although generally lower overall, there were significantly more
Suspicious Person/Vehicle/Property occurrences in Coopers Crossing
than the other atoms. This may be indicative of a more vigilant
community.

Additionally, year-over-year for January and February 2020 vs 2021,
Coopers Crossing has seen a decrease in the number of occurrences
reported to the RCMP.
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Note: none of the top 10 occurrences were criminal code occurrences.

Criminal Code Occurrences
´ While criminal code offenses were generally lower overall compared to the
comparable communities, there were significantly more general theft occurrences in
Coopers Crossing. These thefts (16 occurrences) included:
´ 3 were deemed to be unfounded (determined by police that no theft actually occurred)
´ 7 were related to thefts from commercial businesses at 401 Coopers boulevards SW;
´ 3 were related to thefts of construction materials from new building sites;
´ 1 was related to theft of property from a residence after a teenager had a party;
´ 1 was a domestic conflict related theft; and
´ 1 was the theft of a City of Airdrie recycling bin
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Summary
´ Coopers Crossing has reported significantly fewer occurrences to the local
RCMP than our comparable communities.
´ Motor vehicle theft was relatively insignificant to the point it did not appear
in the data sets.

Now what?
´ Remain vigilant and aware of what is going on in and around our community.
´ The data indicates that, as a community, Coopers Crossing is vigilant in reporting
suspicious activities. Let’s keep looking out for our neighbours.

´ If something happens to you/your property: report it.
´ If they don’t have the data to rely on, the RCMP cannot do much.

